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Institut de Recherche en Informatique de Toulouse 31400 Toulouse, France [email protected], [email protected] ABSTRACT More than a basic aggregation of objects, a program can be modelled as a semantically rich structure of micro-components. In this paper, we study program construction, our starting point being the object-oriented framework requirements. We put under the lights a special kind of component which matches our reuse goals, and we show that it is possible to identify clearly program structure as a set of ”semantic flows”. For example, in a graphical user interface, a drawing flow manages and orders the displayed components. This program model enables complex, rich and free structuring. Prevented from unsound component adaptation or composition, the programmer is free to define his own program flows. Then, he builds the program by merging them and having them intersecting.



1.



INTRODUCTION



We consider as ”framework” a set of components, where the components can be combined, and therefore where they are usually complementary. Building a piece of software from such a framework consists in reusing the framework components, to adapt them to achieve the software goal, and last but not least to compose them. As in real cases, we foresee that, on the one hand, a framework cannot be written without any backward programming. The authors will face problems which will force them to rewrite some components. On the other hand, a framework can be written or rewritten by more than one hand during its life. And more than one author can write simultaneously different parts of the framework. Let us examine the software construction from a framework. ∗First author, PhD. student.



We will point here many problems a programmer may face when using the framework. The reuse concept can be divided into two parts: • Component adaptation to the software goal. • Component linking.



Component adaptation When adapting a component to achieve the needed skills, the developer has to be aware of the four following drawbacks. First, a framework manages its components within a runtime system. Framework components are written relatively to the framework system. For example, a JButton in Java Swing system receives events from the underlying runtime system (and is able to notify about it). The underlying system is hidden to the user of the framework, therefore the user has to take care not to modify the behavior of the component when he extends it. How will the Swing click system behave if the user extends the JButton component in order to rotate it? Second drawback, frameworks usually aim to give maximum power and richness, and components are written to be as complete as possible. So, they are often very large, they contain a lot of methods, a lot of properties. In such a heavy component, it is hard to distinguish its properties. For example, in the Java PrintWriter, does the print method call the write method? When extending a component, developer has to know fully how the component works. In case of a large component, this challenge becomes unreachable. Third drawback, large components merge various properties. Leading oneself to write large components entails writing classes containing a lot of methods. These library-classes join many functionalities which cannot be separated and used individually. For example, in well-known GUI frameworks, painting and clicking concepts are always dissolved one in the other: an opaque element is clickable. It is impossible to reuse such a framework to model a world where it is necessary to click a house, even if an opaque cloud runs in front of it. This is also impossible to model a virtual element, a dummy, that would be transparent but clickable. Fourth drawback, the user of the framework is forced to use



aggregation to merge properties defined in separate components [23]. But, by aggregating separate properties with large components, the developer aggregates the whole components. The aggregation goal cannot be targeted to specific properties. Developers must be aware of also aggregating the other properties of the components. In the last point, there is a serious problem in the objectoriented software construction: when an object is used, for example in an aggregation, a reference points to this object. But the reference does not express how the object are used, which properties of the object is used. Often, only a partial view of the object is used. For example, the databaseconnected part of a program will only use the text update method of a text field. But the text field contains colorupdate methods, resize methods, etc. We shall show in the next paragraph that the lack of expressivity of the reference is a serious problem in the second building phase.



Component linking When building a software on a framework, after component adaptation, the developer links these components to establish their interactions. The developer has to use the reference from an object to another one to express that the former will use the services of the latter. But the references in object-oriented languages suffer from a lack of expressivity: • On the one hand, when the developer decides that an object uses another one, he does not express how and why this object is used. The developer cannot express that such an object will be used with only such a method, or that such an object will be used within such a protocol. • On the other hand, when writing a component, it is impossible to express that such a method will be called only by such another object.



Therefore, the rules between objects are implicit. So, even if, in respect to the previous part, the developer is aware of the component behavior when he extends it, he can cause the program to fail by breaking the implicit rules. For example, in a program, an object p contains two methods set and get; a part A of the program references p and uses its get method; a part B references p and uses its set method. The developer cannot express that A can only consult p, but must not update it. Then, it is hazardous because another developer may ignore this implicit but important rule (he would call the update method and so break the whole program behavior). As to now, existing works show that the solution is external to the language:



• developers try to match well-known programming patterns, and then express a well-known behavior when referencing their components [11].



All these solutions are based upon the following consideration: the rules between objects are coded with rough internal scripts. For example, the Swing components contain some code to dispatch events and some code to filter events. Java Collections contain some code to restrict access to the update methods. Or more simply, the Java PrintStream class contains code to print the string representation, rather than its rough address. Therefore, due to the complexity of the code of the component, it is hard to extract from it the relation with other components. And then, it is a big challenge to write contracts or just exhaustive comments. Plus, when the developer uses code inheritance, he faces the fragile base class problem [17, 23]: a modification in the base class may damage its extensions. This fragility problem not only exists in the adaptation phase, but also in the aggregation phase: the language is not expressive enough when using a reference. A programmer may not be aware of how to use a reference and of which implicit rules govern the reference; and then a modification may cause the program to fail. We propose to weaken the fragility problems of a framework by fitting its construction in a global programming model. In order to situate our work, in the next section, we describe what are to us the important ideas contained in the reusable framework concept, and we extract the key concept, start of our work: the interface concept. In section 3, taking into consideration our reuse requirements, we point the Mixin concept [6, 1, 10] and we study Generic Wrappers [5]. We place our work on the opposite way of library-classes programming style, because we think that it discards the interface power. In section 4, based upon the previous study, we propose an extremely fine grained model to build frameworks. Our strict choices will pull the programmer to a purified and greatly simple style. We propose a diagrammatic notation that locks the idea at a glance. In section 5, we show that it is then possible to explicit the structure of programs as ”flows”. Therefore, the structure of the program clearly appears and is clearly divided into semantic independent parts. We show that the model strictly circumscribes but does limit flow intersections. In the last section, we discuss related and future work.



• in industry, developers have to write strict comments in their classes and rich documentation along with their whole application,



2.



• Findler & Flatt [9] propose behavioral contracts that comes along with the code,



As before, the goals while building a framework can be divided into two parts:



THE REQUIREMENTS THAT A FRAMEWORK MAY FULFILL



• Extensibility : The components must be written in order to be adapted or extended.



(1) uses objects matching the ”square” interface. (2) matches the ”square” interface. (3) and (4) are other implementations for the ”square” interface.



• Composition : The components must be written in order to be composed [19].



• Downcasting should not be used. When a variable is declared, only the methods of its interface should be used, even if the implementation contains more methods. This type constraint ensures sound composition: only a component designed to be composed is able to be composed [19].



Extensibility gathers the following skills: • easy adapting: neither complex programming protocol nor excessive strictness from the developer. • rich adapting: to let the developer free to adapt the component as he needs.



1



• sound adapting: to forbid a.s.a.p. to the developer, if possible at compile time, to use a component while he is breaking its encapsulation or corrupting its properties.



2



(1) uses the ”triangle” interface, but (2) is designed to match the ”square” interface.



• Using the interfaces of an object instead of its class when referencing it will force the developer to restrict access to specific methods. The interface acts as a shield, protecting from non sound extension. The programmer can only extend or modify the behavior of the methods that belong to the interface.



• targeted maintenance: fixing, improving or upgrading one component must not interfere with the other ones, and must not lead to modify any other component.



Composition gathers the following skills: 1



• sound composition: to forbid to the developer to compose components that are not planned to [19].
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• maximal composition: to let the developer free to combine all the components that do not forbid it. • late composition [5, 13]: components must be cut up enough to let the developer free to compose wanted and only wanted properties.



In order to demonstrate that all these skills can be fulfill, we will use a key concept: the interface. We could see this concept as a sesame for our model, which lets us design the components if the framework. We understand the interface concept as simply as possible: a named set of one or more methods signatures. The technical definition of the interface (to separate implementation from specification) comes with some conceptual notions:



(2) matches the ”square” and ”triangle” interfaces but (1) only uses its ”triangle” methods.



The interface will give us a frame with enough freedom (genericity and late binding) and enough restriction (strong typing, shielding, opacity). Although the goals are the same, we have hardly restricted the ”requirements for a wrapping mechanism” [5]. In the next section, we will study the difference between our model and Generic Wrappers. We will show that restricting the programming frame does not curtail the freedom of extension and adaptation for the programmer; on the contrary, these restrictions prevent extension and composition mistakes. These mistakes appears as soon as there is a lack of lore about the adapted component, even if the lack is minor.



3. • Interface leads to declare variables without tieing them to an implementation. This dynamic genericity concept expresses that a component can be linked to a set of other ones.



3 1 2
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PULLING MIXINS AND WRAPPERS TO OUR REUSE SKILLS



The idea in this section is to explore special or common used objects forms, in order to focus on technical and philosophical concepts which will help us build our model.



3.1



The Mixin point of view



We introduce our fine grained model orientation by pointing here a part of the current research in the object-oriented community.



In the classical inheritance model, used in common object oriented language (like C++ or Java), inheriting a class amounts to extend or modify its code. As in [1], a mixin is written relatively to a specification (hence it does not contain code). A mixin does not refer to a parent class but declares the methods it uses. To be instantiated, a mixin class has to refer explicitly to a concrete parent class, this parent matching the methods declared in the mixin.



Our observations: • it is difficult to adapt or modify the heavy components coming from a framework; • it is difficult to fix or maintain a heavy component due to its complex managing; • at the aggregation time, it is impossible to express sound links between objects because of the lack of expressivity of the reference.



Example [1] presents the Undo mixin example: mixin Undo { inherited String getText(); inherited void setText(String s); String lastText; void setText(String s) { lastText = getText(); super.setText(s); } void undo() { setText(lastText); } }



These problems become more subtle but exist anyway in programs with quite smaller objects. Actually, it is not only necessary to refuse heavy objects but also to define a model that jumps out the programming failures. Let us extract the technical programming fences that prevent reuse.



with two declared methods prefixed by inherited.



• Before adapting a component to his goal, as component properties would interact with each other, a developer has to fully know its properties and behavior. But if the component is too rich, an exhaustive knowledge about its working is quite impossible.



Therefore, improving modularity of the inheritance mechanism, a mixin can be ”plugged” on every class that matches the declared methods.



• Referencing an object from another one does not express partial access to it. The developer cannot express that he uses only a partial set of methods.



In this paper, we will follow this mixin point of view. Actually, writing extension or adaptation code from a specification, like in the mixin point of view, enables programmers to approach sound, maximal and late composition:



• A heavy object contains a lot of properties. The developer cannot use partially a property. Having a complex runtime that manages the internal behavior of an object comes along with dependencies between methods. When aggregating objects, the developer aggregates all the object properties, he cannot create an aggregation that partially composes object properties.



• a mixin can be plugged on a parent class only if this parent matches the required specification. • all the classes matching the required specification can be used as parents. • a mixin can be written without knowing the implementation of the declared methods, therefore the mixin has to refer to a concrete parent class so long as it needs not be instantiated. In the next paragraph, we present the second pivot of this paper: the lightweight interface. So on, we will merge this notion within the mixin point of view.



3.2



A class is not a library



Inspired by [12, §2.1] and [9, §2] , our work is based on the following idea: classes should not be seen as libraries with states! A general - but hidden - point of view is to consider program construction as a regrouping of useful parts, each part being modelled by an object. Each object manages a set of functionalities, prevents from faults on these functionalities and often runs a sub system loop. Therefore, an object in such a program is heavy (a lot of methods) and a big part of its code has to handle its behavior. Such a heavy object is as heavy as a library, the only difference being some additional code to manage its behavior.



• Aggregating heavy objects with reference, due to the lack of expressivity, comes to write implicit rules between them. Modifying one object may force to modify other ones. • Future adaptation of component is difficultly anticipated. The developer trusts object oriented-techniques, but the latter require strictness and anticipation to be sound. For example, code inheritance to extend a component can break the internal behavior of the component. The original developer of the component should foresee extensions and place some hooks (with abstract methods for example), or should match a strict programming process. Last point, we think we cannot require from a programmer to be competent if the abilities are too hard to achieve. • We are looking for a model easy to understand. We will use a limited set of object-oriented notions. We will avoid notions where the potential danger is too big with respect to the provided contribution. Therefore, we will avoid code inheritance because of the fragile base class problem [17].



• We are looking for model easy to write. • We want to match our framework reuse skills, so components have to be understood, modified and maintained independently. • We do not want to require extra strictness, so the model has to be as strict as possible, as automatically as possible. We will use the classical ”self” concept (”this” in Java). Without code inheritance, the self concept is reduced. A self call is simply a call to the method or parameter of the class. So, we will avoid delegation as studied in [5] and we will use classical and easy to understand forwarding. We will not use downcasting. On a variable declared with an interface, the developer will only be able to call the interface methods. Composition will be managed with interfaces. A component will be composed or aggregated only if it has been foreseen by its declaration. We will show that, even if our model seems to be strict, it is expressive enough to enable any valid composition.



According to these observations, these technical fences and our goal, we propose a rigorous but simple way to enable strong reuse. We apply our model to build frameworks. Programs will therefore gain their reuse characteristics from such a framework. Our model goes to an extremely opposite way from the library-class option.



the end, some conflicts arise, and they can only be solved with a strong rigour, that cannot be expressed in classical languages. Thus, we think this notion incompatible with our goal of minimum abilities.



Transparency We lose our sound composition goal. We prefer opacity: • no more than the interface is used by external parts, • a class is an implementation, so encapsulation will not be broken, • the interfaces of an object define what is permitted to be viewed by external parts: the interface is an hiding window.



Safety Here, this notion is not strong enough to reach our goal. • the model should force the programmer to hook correctly the components, • the model should force the programmer to declare how to hook his created components. Composition mechanism should be rigidified by strong typing. We then explore the Generic Wrappers concepts and ideas which match our reuse goals.



• only one property per class;



Genericity



• on the contrary to [10]’s point of view, adding property (when extending) will not amounts to adding methods.



Subtyping avails constraint genericity: if a class matches an interface, it can be wrapped by a capable class. This capable class can then add functionalities to all classes that match the interface.



3.3



Starting from Generic Wrappers



Our work meets Generic Wrappers [5] work in the design and used termed. As in Generic Wrappers, we consider extending and adapting a component as wrapping another object, that is in charge of the extension or adaptation. A wrappee (object to extend) and its wrappers form a chain of classes, one on an other. We explore here the divergences with the Generic Wrappers model.



Run-time applicability We lose well-known compile time type checking. The ”actual type” notion enables to wrap a component in another without changing its type. The runtime phase checks for object subtypes and propagates them through the wrapping chain. This new notion of type breaks the well-known compile time type checking. It dramatically increases the reasoning about available properties when developer uses a component (it is hard to understand that an object may have a method without having statically declared it). In



Overriding A wrapping class can make a modification before forwarding a call to its wrappee. For example, a wrapping class can filter calls and enable calls to its wrappee only at a specific time. With respect to the mixin point of view, the overriding class is written according to an interface, not a concrete class. The programmer must write this class according to an abstract specification. This model avoids fragile base class problem (interface does not contain code) and it reaches our sound extension goal: the programmer is forced to write code that calls interface methods only; his overriding class cannot break encapsulation because it cannot call class specific methods. Overriding by adding a class in the wrapping chain strongly increases modularity: the user may or may not include the overriding class, and then he may or not accept the modification. Moreover, the modification is bound to the overriding class without affecting any other class. The wrappee



class and the modifying class are independent and can be maintained or improved separately. These qualities in this overriding model greatly increase our following goals: maximal composition and targeted maintenance.



Shielding Shielding aims at protecting the wrappee class from unsound or forbidden calls. Shielding is then a specific kind of overriding. The shielding concept takes part in the richness of the composition.



Modular reasoning If a property does not depend on another, the programmer should not create an ad hoc dependency by writing objects that merge these properties. If the programmer forces himself to separate properties one in one class, properties become independent and we gain maximal composition and targeted maintenance [23].



4.



PROPOSING AN EXTREMELY FINE GRAINED MODEL



Any aggregation is possible within the components set, according to the success story: ”a wrapper can be wrapped again” [5, §5]. The user can combine all the extensions in the set of components (declared by the mother interface). Extending or modifying a property comes to aggregate a wrapping class. Sound composition is achieved because each component enabling itself to be wrapped declares implementing the mother interface, so it foresees to be wrapped. Wrapping such a component with any other component (declared to be able to) is then correct. In the following diagram, I symbolizes the mother interface, while C1, C2. . . symbolizes the semantic refinements. The vertical arrows shows the adaptation phase (adapting or extending the mother property by defining a new refinement). The horizontal dotted box surrounds the classes that can be composed, within the composition phase.



I



4.1



Introducing the "lens" model



Á 6K



Trying to agree with the ”essential ingredients of any extensible system”, from [21], we introduce now the function-class concept, or ”lens” concept. According to our point of view, we think that we can reach interesting goals for the framework construction by choosing the opposite way of heavy objects making. We propose here an extremely fine grained model. An interface, or a ”lightweight interface”, declares one and only one property. All classes implementing such a ”mother interface” ensure matching the interface specification. Such a class is a semantic refinement of the interface [23, 19]. Therefore, we can consider that the interface declares, along to its property, a set of classes, each one implementing the property or an extension of this property. This set of small components ensures that each one can be composed with each other. This fine grained model enables the framework user to compose, without any restriction, any component with any other one. Actually, consider a component that matches the mother interface and another one implementing an extension for it: the latter matches also the mother interface. And then, after being composed with a component, it can be used to be composed again with another one. The idea may be clarified by the following intuitive diagram. mother interface



C1



C2



adaptation



C3



... composition



Example Let a Drawer interface that defines the drawability property. This interface specifies a drawing method. Let an ImageDrawer class that can draw a house. Let a RotateDrawer class that rotates drawing of 45 degrees. Let an AlphaDrawer class that semi-transparently renders drawing. These three classes implements Drawer specification. If we want to draw the house with a 45 degrees rotation, we combine a RotateDrawer with an ImageDrawer (objects, instances of both classes), and then we call the drawing method. If we want to draw semi-transparently the house, we combine an AlphaDrawer with an ImageDrawer. If we want to semi-transparently draw the house with a 45 degrees rotation, we combine all the three classes. We can decide to compose the properties at any time: maximal and late composition.



wrapper



We can only graft a rotation on a class that can be drawn (e.g. that matches and then ensures the Drawer interface) and we know that the rotation can only be grafted on a Drawer: sound and guided composition.



If we decide to improve the rotation algorithm, we modify only the RotateDrawer class: easy adapting and targeted maintenance.



public void draw(Graphics g) { // rotate g of 45 degrees wrappee.draw(g); } }



We can add a new refinement to the set declared by the Drawer interface. For example, we can create the ScaleDrawer class that scales the drawing. Without modifying or improving any other class, this ScaleDrawer class will be combinable with any other class of the set: rich and easy adapting. Thus, with this model, the programmer manipulates little and easy to understand objects. He gains reuse requirements and he is protected from reuse faults at compile time. Plus, handling this micro-components model does not require any language extension (from the common object-oriented languages). The programmer is free to use it without any supplementary lore (like semantics of new keywords) or tool (like a pre-compiler).



4.2



Scheme in Java.



To define a mother interface: public interface MotherInterfaceName { public ... // method that declares property }



To define a refinement of this property that is wrapping another object of the set (defined by the mother interface): public class RefinementName implements MotherInterfaceName { private MotherInterfaceName wrappee; public RefinementName( MotherInterfaceName wrappee) { this.wrappee = wrappee; } public ... { // method declared in interface // algorithm to apply refinement on wrappee }



Writing our model with Java



Our model is easy to implement with the common objectoriented languages. We have chosen Java because it directly includes the interface concept; plus, Java’s type system contains object substitutability [8, §3.3],and Java is simple to write and easy to read. Last but not least, Java matches our philosophy by preferring to restrict the programmer in order to prevent errors (for example, Java forces to catch exceptions), but also by presenting a simple to understand tool. As in Java, we consider that the simplicity comes along with the expressivity. Our challenge is now to implement our model without adding any new keyword in the language. We want our model simple to write and directly usable. An interface will define a property and a set of classes refining this property. Two roles for the interface: to show to the external part what is the accessible method (an interface is a window) and to express the sound wrapping (a class will wrap other objects by defining which interface it wraps: which interface these objects implement). We want also to prevent composition faults as soon as possible. This soonest time is the aggregation time. Thus, exceptions to prevent such faults will be thrown when programmer will compose objects. First, we write the example in Java, and second, we present the writing scheme.



Code in Java. public interface Drawer { public void draw(Graphics g); } public class ImageDrawer implements Drawer { public ImageDrawer() { } public void draw(Graphics g) { // draw a house on g } } public class RotateDrawer implements Drawer { private Drawer wrappee; public RotateDrawer(Drawer wrappee) { this.wrappee = wrappee; }



}



It is important to note that our model meets the implementing way of the Java streams (cf java.io in Sun API). Here, an InputStream defines the property (being able to read bytes) and many classes refine this property. For example, the BufferedInputStream class adds a buffering filter while reading bytes from a stream. The BufferedInputStream class is a wrapper and its wrappee is forced to be an InputStream, but is whatever InputStream the programmer chooses. Thus, the Java streams can be linearly composed. The composition form expresses and directly implements the chosen algorithm to read bytes. The user chooses this algorithm as late as possible: at composition time. A difference with our model: Java developers merge the mother interface notion and the basic implementation of the property in one class (InputStream), and then force the programmer to inherit it in order to create a refinement. Therefore, the programmer faces the problems of the code inheritance. He does not know which methods he can extend without danger, he does not know how InputStream methods interact and he is not protected from a possible modification of the InputStream class. Finally, Java developers create a new semantic interpretation of a data stream by adding methods when they extend the InputStream class. For example, the DataInputStream class contains a readChar method that interprets a byte stream as a character stream and returns the casting of two bytes in one char. Within this programming way, the read method of the mother class should become unavailable. We will see that in our model, such an adaptation is out of the bounds of the mother property, and a new property has to be defined. A class such as DataInputStream is then a node whose role is only to join both properties.



4.3



Diagram



We present here a diagram to express easily what a wrapper can wrap and how it can be wrapped.



out



e



name



O



The diagrams express the independence from a component to other ones: the components are linked only by in/out plugs, their codes are hidden and independent.



in



code (hidden)



• out plug: the wrapper interface, what is public to the external part. • in plug: on which type of object the wrapper is grafted.



Example Drawer



RotateDrawer



The diagrammatic notation follows our goals because it expresses sound composition: what is forced (where the wrapper must be grafted) and what is possible (the wrapper can be grafted on every component that matches its out plug).



Drawer



The diagrams express the composition easiness and richness: writing a global composition diagram from some component diagrams is fast and expressive. The destination code from a composition diagram easy to deduce. Our future objective is to show that it is possible to automatically produce the code from the composition diagram. Actually, this kind of composition diagram is easier to understand and to formalize than UML because it separates the component semantics and the composition mechanism. The semantics of the components is contained in their diagram (thus what has to be private and independent is hidden in the diagram), and the composition mechanism is exhaustively expressed by the composition diagram. Composing components is composing their semantics.



Looking like an electric plug, this diagram is inspired by:



4.4 • Oscar Nierstrasz [19] component diagram with required input and output plugs. • The pictorial view of mixins by Davide Ancona and Elena Zucca [3].



When we have a group of components with their diagrams, it is easy to create a global diagram that expresses the wanted composition. Combining diagrams leads to completely express the composition aggregation.



Example RotateDrawer



Why the "lens" term



We have used previously the ”lens” term. Now, we will prefer this term instead of the ”wrapper” term because the lens notion contains our presented idea: ”one property per class”. Why such ”lens” term? In a set of classes defined by a mother interface, the property does not change. The classes are only semantic refinements and are not able to add more methods than there are in the interface. Thus, we can imagine to place an eye in front of the composition chain and to see to the end of the chain. The lenses placed in the chain do not change the property but only refine it, as a real lens that continues to enable the view sense but changes or corrects the focus, aperture, brightness or accuracy. As a real lens, it is impossible to know its internal properties. It is only possible to know its effect on the view sense. The ”lens” notion expresses the parallel between what is possible to see (to know) and what is hidden (internal).



AlphaDrawer



ImageDrawer



We can see in the last example that a leaf (a wrapper without any wrappee, or better, a class that directly defines a kind of refinement of the property) has a simplified diagram. It is not necessary for such a component to have an in plug (see ImageDrawer).



Finally, a lens can be combined with another one to apply the properties of both lenses. Thus, the ”lens” notion expresses our composition model.



4.5



Tree composition



In this final paragraph, we will push the limits of our model, showing that it is not bound to some restrictive limits as the Generic Wrappers are. Within Generic Wrappers, it is forbidden to combine one wrapper to multiple wrappees. One of this model rules is ”one wrapper / one wrappee”. In our model, this restriction is obsolescent and unnecessary. As Wolfgang Weck [23], we think that linear composition is



not enough. Enabling multi-wrappees for one wrapper, or multi-lensees for one lens, leads to enable the programmer to build tree composition structures. We think that our model sufficiently prevents programming faults by binding the component code in its hidden part and by forcing the component to expose its in and out plugs. Thus, composition is greatly free and expressive. Within our Java implementation, a lens with multiple lensees will have such a diagram and such a constructor:



Drawer Drawer



MultiDrawer Drawer



public void draw(Graphics g) { // calculate x and y g.translate(x, y); lensee.draw(g) ; } }



We aim at building a program that draws a semi-transparent and moving cloud in front of a house. Thus, for our example, the code calculating the location (Mover) will extract x and y values from the absolute timeline of the program. We have then defined the necessary components. They are all independent. And the program structure (the components composition) will reach our goal: a semi-transparent and moving cloud in front of a (pretty, isn’t it?) house.



e MultiDrawer



public ExampleLens(LensInterface lens1, LensInterface lens2, etc...)



4.6



A more complete example to conclude



To illustrate this section and to go to the next one, we present now a more advanced example. It is a little program based upon a simplified GUI framework. This framework contains for now only the painting part. This painting part uses the previously presented Drawer interface and its associated classes. Anticipating to the next section, ImageDrawer class is now capable to be specialized with a chosen image. In Java, it should look like: public ImageDrawer implements Drawer { private Image i; public ImageDrawer(Image i) { this.i = i; } public void draw(Graphics g) { g.drawImage(i); } }



Mover



AlphaDrawer



ImageDrawer(cloud)



ImageDrawer(house)



Written in Java, we have the following lens chain to draw the cloud:



We can now instantiate ImageDrawer to compose in our program an object, drawing a cloud, and another one, drawing a house. We add a new functionality to our framework: ability to move drawing. It is a new lens with this following diagram and code:



Drawer cloudDrawer = new ImageDrawer(cloud); //the alpha component wraps the cloud drawer: Drawer transparentCloudDrawer = new AlphaDrawer(cloudDrawer); Drawer cloudChain = new Mover(transparentCloudDrawer);



Same definition within one line: Drawer



Mover



public Mover implements Drawer { private Drawer lensee; private int x,y; public Mover(Drawer lensee) { this.lensee = lensee; x = y = 0; }



Drawer



Drawer cloudChain = new Mover(new AlphaDrawer(new ImageDrawer(cloud)));



Finally, we have the following program structure: Drawer root = new MultiDrawer(cloudChain, new ImageDrawer(house));



5.



A PROGRAM STRUCTURE IS A FLOW COMPOSITION



In this section, we aim at showing that a program structure becomes explicit when it is built on our model.



5.1



Structure is function



As opposed to common program building, in our model, the program behavior is not managed by some internal code. A global program algorithm is no more implemented by writing code in a large method in any object. Such a code is too hard to write, too hazardous to modify and quite impossible to maintain. In our model, the program function is no more achieved with internal tricky code but is defined by its structure. Combining fine grain objects in the composition phase is the way to make the program behavior. We have a global semantic value. For example, the draw property in the Drawer interface. We have semantic refinements (the classes that implements interface). And in the composition phase, the programmer composes these semantic bricks. Thus, it is no more at object-writing phase that the programmer defines the program semantics but at structurebuilding phase. The building notion is tied to the composition notion. The program structure is its semantics; its semantics is a composition of fine grain objects semantics. Moreover, each lens brick is a semantic refinement acting on a kind of brick. A lens acts as a function on another lens. Therefore, structuring a program is choosing how and when the functional lenses will be applied on the other ones. Thus, in our model, the program structure defines its function. With the previous example, we can give an intuitional script to explicit the program function: f = multi(move(alpha(cloud)), house) Our model enables oneself to identify clearly and at correct time (according to our ”late composition” goal) the program semantics. A program is written as a function. The internal codes define the semantics of the fine grain components. And the program publicizes its structure, the latter containing a strong and explicit semantics. In the following, we will see that we can continue on this way to build more complex programs that combine different kind of functions.



5.2



Let us identify "Flows"



Based on the previous separation of the global semantics and the local semantics, we introduce here the ”flow” notion. Analyzing the use of the functional tree by a program external part, we can separate the building of the lenses chain (when the developer chooses which property refinements to apply) from its using (when the developer uses the defined



property). In our example, the external part calls the draw method of the tree root component. The external part accesses only the global property. The semantic refinements of the lenses do not matter any more. The building of the lenses chain is independent from its using. Moreover in our example, a developer builds the Drawer lenses chain to paint a cloud on a house, and he publicizes it. Then, another developer can use it as a global Drawer. This last developer knows that the chain paints something correct but he does not need to know how. The program external part uses a brick pack with a global reference to it. It needs only a reference to the tree root. Example: Drawer root = ...; root.draw(g);



We can see here that the reference will be declared (according to our choices, see previous section) with an interface. A reference hence points a lenses tree that defines the property implementation, but the programmer will inevitably use the global method (he is not allowed to use the specific methods of the class). Thus, in such a model, and better than in its common using, the reference has a semantic value: • a global semantic value declared by the interface: the property. • an internal semantic value defined by the lenses tree.



We will use now the ”flow” term when a reference will point a tree of lenses composition. Such a ”flow” term matches with the diagram, which is entered by the root lens, and travelled trough the internal code of the lenses, from a lens to the next. Initially, this term comes from Data Flow hardware architectures, because in both cases, a flow is independent from the remainder of the program. The ties with the other flows are clearly and locally identified.



5.3



Flow intersections



Introducing another example, we will show that our model enables oneself to build more complex programs by combining various flows. We need another flow: another function in the program. We propose the click managing. Basic point of view of the click managing consists of testing if a point (the click point of the mouse) does or does not fall in a clickable object. Thus, let us write the following mother interface: public interface ContainsTester { public boolean contains(Point p); }



and the following classes to test if an image contains the point and to test if the transparent value exceeds a threshold:



c.contains is called by an external part that links the mouse event to the code to execute when the test succeeds. For example, opening a menu when the cloud is clicked.



public class ImageContainsTester implements ContainsTester { private Image i; public ImageContainsTester(Image i) { this.i = i; } public boolean contains(Point p) { return i.contains(p); } }



Our previous diagram is incomplete. It does not express that the alpha value is shared between the AlphaDrawer component and the AlphaThresholdTester one. Actually, our program will be consistent if the cloud is effectively transparent when it cannot be clicked, and effectively opaque when it can. We cannot accept a solution that duplicates the alpha value into both classes. We want a solution that ensures the consistency, whatever value alpha may take, whenever value may change.



public class AlphaThresholdTester implements ContainsTester { private ContainsTester lensee; public AlphaThresholdTester(ContainsTester lensee) { this.lensee = lensee; } public boolean contains(Point p) { // gets the transparent value (detailed later): float alpha = ... if(alpha > 0.5f) return lensee.contains(p); else return false; // or: // return (alpha > 0.5f) && lensee.contains(p) } }



The following diagram defines a program that draws a transparent cloud on a house and that tests if the cloud is clickable: c



In fact, this example hides that it exists in this program an alpha flow, whose function is to deliver the alpha value. To create a specific flow to deliver the alpha value will be a great solution because • it clarifies a previously hidden program behavior; • as in our flow model, we are now able to refine the behavior that delivers the value; • the alpha value will be able to be dynamic without being aware of updating any class. For example, the alpha value can change according to the program timeline. Let us declare the AlphaInput mother interface.



d public interface AlphaInput { public float getAlpha(); } MultiDrawer



e Mover



AlphaThresholdTester



AlphaDrawer



ImageDrawer(cloud) ImageContainsTester(cloud) ImageDrawer(house)



d references the Drawer tree. c references the ContainsTester tree. d.draw is called by an external part that is in charge of painting.



and the refinement classes: // this class for example statically // delivers an alpha value public class BasicAlphaInput implements AlphaInput { private float alpha; public BasicAlphaInput(float alpha) { this.alpha = alpha; } public float getAlpha() { return alpha; } } // this class for example delivers // an alpha value which depends on the timeline public class TimelineAlphaInput implements AlphaInput { public TimelineAlphaInput() { } public float getAlpha() { long t = System.currentMillisec(); // calculate alpha according to t float alpha = ... return alpha; } }



We rewrite the program structure with the AlphaInput shared flow:



c



d



MultiDrawer



e Mover



AlphaThresholdTester



AlphaDrawer



ImageDrawer(cloud)



Drawer d = new MultiDrawer( new AlphaDrawer( alphaInput, new ImageDrawer(cloud)), new ImageDrawer(house));



Of course, the same work can be done for an image flow. And now, without modifying any other flow, we can improve or adapt the AlphaInput flow. For example, we could create an AlphaInput refinement which renders an alpha value according to a database or a file, or another refinement which constrains an alpha value from a lensee to ensure that the value is a member of [0..1].



Constructor importance



ImageContainsTester(cloud) ImageDrawer(house)



BasicAlphaInput



Note that we need, of course, to adapt our AlphaDrawer and AlphaThresholdTester components: public class AlphaDrawer implements Drawer { private AlphaInput alphaInput; private Drawer lensee; public AlphaDrawer(AlphaInput alphaInput, Drawer lensee) { this.alphaInput = alphaInput; this.lensee = lensee; } public void draw(Graphics g) { float alpha = alphaInput.getAlpha(); // quite equivalent to real Java API: g.setAlpha(alpha); lensee.draw(g); } } public class AlphaThresholdTester implements ContainsTester { private AlphaInput alphaInput; private ContainsTester lensee; public AlphaThresholdTester(AlphaInput alphaInput, ContainsTester lensee) { this.alphaInput = alphaInput; this.lensee = lensee; } public boolean contains(Point p) { return (alphaInput.getAlpha() > 0.5f) && lensee.contains(p); } }



Writing the program structure in Java is like writing the diagram. AlphaInput alphaInput = new BasicAlphaInput(0.3f); ContainsTester c = new AlphaThresholdTester( alphaInput, new ImageContainsTester(cloud));



In the structure diagram, both lenses sharing the AlphaInput flow act as an intersection between their current flow (the Drawer flow for example) and another flow (here the AlphaInput flow). It is necessary to use the class constructor to define a lens as an intersection between two flows because the mother interface method cannot be modified. For example, as we want a refinement that draws something with a transparent value, we would write the following erroneous class: public class AlphaDrawer implements Drawer { private Drawer lensee; public AlphaDrawer(Drawer lensee) { this.lensee = lensee; } public void draw(Graphics g, float alphaValue) { g.setAlpha(alphaValue); lensee.draw(g); } }



Such a class cannot be accepted because it does not implement exactly the Drawer method. An alternate approach would be to add a setAlpha method to the AlphaDrawer class. In this approach, we fall in some inconstancy problems. We have to be aware of value modifications and we have to notify the AlphaDrawer. This approach has been preferred by the Java Beans [16] model: it forces the developer to write an empty constructor (without any parameter). According to the way the newInstance method of the Class class in the Java API works, a bean can be instantiated without using its constructor. The problem is the following: a bean is to be a heavy object: • All the object specializations (for example, text in a JLabel) has to be completed by the corresponding set methods. • The bean has to check its consistency at each call. For example, a call to the setText method on a noneditable bean should be forbidden. • The bean has to manage itself all the possible external notifications. For example, a JButton has to notify its listeners on a text modification, on a click, on a focus, etc. . . In real cases, many notifications are unnecessary.



Thus, the Java Beans model inevitably reaches the problems with heavy objects. Moreover, by requiring the flows in the constructor instead of in some additional methods, our model clearly requires to compose the flows at aggregation time. Thus, we avoid a strange and complex initialisation phase which consists on setting buttons texts, linking beans to listeners, etc. . . In our model, with a strict and explicit aggregation phase, all the components are included in semantically strong flows and the flows are explicitly linked with some specialized components. Finally, such a strict and expressive aggregation phase does not increase the components size and then matches the reuse goals. We then note the importance of the constructor. Till now, its usefulness has been ignored and the developers preferred to define protected variables, specialized by child classes. For example, developer would create a Die class and a SixFacesDie child class. The problem is the following: in the Die class, the methods has been written for n faces, without dealing with some possible restrictive behaviors. Thus, developer has to rewrite all the methods where the behavior is specialized for 6 faces. Actually, it is impossible to check the consistency between the methods for n faces and the methods for 6 faces, and the developer falls into the fragile base class problem [17]. Our model keeps a large place to the constructor role. The constructors, present only in the refinement classes, aims at specializing the class behavior [1, §2.2]. For example, the ImageDrawer class draws an image, the image is chosen at component instantiation. That is why the constructor correctly expresses that a component has to merge its current flow to another flow. We will call this second flow a ”secant flow”. Eventually, the constructor declares the component to be joint to a kind of flow, and at instantiation time [22, §5] (within aggregation time), the component is specialized to actually join an existing flow, with a concrete behavior. As for two secant straight lines, the component is an intersection point between two flows. The following diagram symbolizes the example with secant straight lines: tester flow ¾



6 alpha input flow



draw flow ¾



?



Using constructor to declare flow merging reaches our sound composition goal because the developer is forced to use the component on a declared type of flow. It reaches also maximal composition because the developer can use the intersection component with any flow that matches the interface. Furthermore and finally, a constructor can check and prevent composition errors. Thus, such errors are detected before runtime (at aggregation time) and more easily corrected. For example, an intersection component requires to merge existing flows. An AlphaDrawer requires a concrete



AlphaInput. The constructor then checks the existence of the flows and raises an error if it does not exist at aggregation time. public class AlphaDrawer implements Drawer { ... public AlphaDrawer(AlphaInput alphaInput, Drawer lensee) { if(alphaInput == null) throw new RuntimeException(); ... } ... }



We then avoid to check such aggregation errors where the drawing code runs. And the developer is notify of his fault before runtime.



6.



RELATED WORK



Functors We include the Sheik Yussuff and Permanand Mohan paper [24] in the related work because many ideas match our model. They uses the same graft idea on an interface, with semantic refining classes. Their research is oriented to a mathematical point of view. They write a mother interface used to evaluate some values, with an eval method. The classes come to implement a kind of evaluation; they act as functions using other evaluation objects. The classes act as functors. Thus, they reach the idea where a program composition leads to the program function. Their model is weakly typed. All methods parameters are Object and, in the method body, the developer downcasts Object to the required type. This model does not prevent the developer from unsoundly wrapping components. The fault is detected at runtime. The model defines only one kind of interface with an eval method. All classes have to match such an interface. We prefer our strongly typed model because an unsound composition is detected at compile time and the framework developer is forced to define a new mother interface and a new flow in case of a new behavior. Thus, the program developer easily identifies the framework usages (one flow per behavior) and he is automatically (according to strong typing) prevented from flow shaking. When the programmer wants to merge many flows, he has to use an intersection component, and so on, he can only merge the flows that are able to be secant.



Mixins The current research about mixins [1, 10, 6, 9, 4] is oriented, as inheritance questions, to class/object design. Our research is axed to software and framework building. Mixins are presented as a new object-oriented technique. Thus, many new keywords come to complete or replace other keywords of the common object-oriented languages. We think that the mixins merge two hidden axes: object creation and component composition. On the opposite way, we try to clearly separate and analyse these two axes. We think they appear as being two different and independent phases in the software construction. Object creation belongs to the



creation phase of the framework, but component composition belongs to its building phase, when the components of the framework are aggregated to express the program structure.



Design Patterns The Design Patterns [11] point of view aims at identifying the class structures that are usually used, and their interactions. It aims at linking class structures to such a situation, to solve such a problem, or to achieve such a goal. Then, patterns are written, and developers try to match these patterns when they face the associated problems. The Design Patterns comes to classify software building techniques. It is an experimental orientation. We think this orientation hides that a program gets a semantics beyond the semantics of its contained classes. Our model proposes to clearly explicit this semantics as a component structure. We think that only one pattern is fundamental: a restrictive form of the ”wrapper”, also known as ”Decorator” or ”Adapter”. The differences between these three previous patterns are no longer useful in our restricted model.



Generic Wrappers As for the mixins point of view, the Generic Wrappers [5] research proposes a new or improved object-oriented technique. Thus, new keywords are added to Java and the language is reformed to match the Generic Wrapper model (for example, the self notion is extended to enable the programmer to call the mother wrapper). Therefore, any developer that wants to use the Generic Wrapper model needs to learn its differences from well-known object-oriented models and needs a tool to compile his programs with this model. On the contrary, our model does not need any new keyword or special tool. We aim at reaching maximal simplicity, and at proposing an automatically strong and strict model. So, a developer, building a program from a framework which matches our model, automatically gets into our model: he gains the reuse skills and his faults are prevented. In Generic Wrappers, the code inheritance problems are reported to the wrapping model [5, §5-6]. That is why our model searches to be emancipated from the code inheritance and solely collects the reuse goal of this notion.



7.



the tree is travelled through the lenses to apply the property at runtime. A flow is created at the aggregation time, clearly separated from runtime. The aggregation phase enables the programmer, with some intersection lenses, to compose many different flows, and so on, to build complex but clear and expressive program structures.



Implemented results



We have implemented a 350 classes framework1 , matching our lens model, which covers graphics (drawing, imaging, animating, location testing, integration into Java AWT), files input/output (loading, deffered loading, XML to objects loading, XML saving, virtual drive by transparently merging local, distant and zipped drives), keyboard and mouse managing, sound playing, symbolic graphes programming and time modelling (intuitive logical representation to implementation). The proposed implementations use a model alternate that enables to dynamically restructuring a program (recomposition at runtime). Actually, it is possible to write open lenses, that accept to link their lensees at runtime. Thus, our model enables runtime re-wiring of the components. Finally, we have write a non exhaustive framework for open systems. Objects can be initialized from XML files, and then, typed at the loading time. We have succeeded in binding the casting (from untyped external objects to typed objects in the program) in some specialized lenses. Such lenses are only in charge of casting the loaded objects. Thus, the casting danger is localized and open systems are strongly typed beyond these lenses.



Future work In our future work, we want to fill the formalization gap. According to the easy crossing from the diagram to the code and from the code to the diagram, we think a mathematical formalization for the program structure may be accessible without a heavyweight work. We want to separate the core language (which defines the internal code of the components) from the structure language (which defines composition of the components). The latter can be viewed as a meta-language which enables to write the program function. We preview to use the lambda-calculus.



CONCLUSION



By this conclusion, we group the used terms in this paper. We have defined a fine grained model where the components are micro-objects that refine a property. This property is declared by a mother lightweight interface (all the refining components implement this interface) and the components can be composed each other. They are so called ”lens”; the component on which a lens is wrapped is called a ”lensee” (according to the ”wrappee” term in Generic Wrappers). We have replaced the rough reference notion in object-oriented language by the ”flow” notion. When lenses are composed, they form a tree, defining the implementation of the property. This implementation is hidden to the remainder of the program, but the property gets a global semantic value (declared by the mother interface). As in common objectoriented languages and without complicating the self notion,



As a parallel goal, we aim at defining the notion of ”semantic strength”. In our model, the mother interface for a flow only contains one method. We think that the model is extendable to accept more than one method per interface when they are semantically tied. After that, we think possible to adapt the Behavioral Interface Contracts [8] on such interfaces to prevent mistakes when writing a lens. [8] shows that a contract should only be written on an interface. In our program structuring research, we draw up three goals. The first aims at identifying meta-lenses by composing lenses. Such larger grained meta-lenses may be unified with the 1 available from: http://www.irit.fr/ACTIVITES/LILaC/Pers/Fauthoux/



common design patterns [11]. Therefore, we would show that the common design patterns are instances of structural composition of micro-lenses. In the second goal, we want to put in the light some kind of flows that are easy to identify. We think most of the programs can be built and structured only with the four following flow forms: data pull flow (for example when loading), data push flow (when updating values), command flow (Drawer for example) and signal flow (for example to warn or reset). We wish, for each flow in a program, to identify it by analyzing its form. In the last goal, we want to explore this following possibility for our model: it enables oneself to write lenses that may be connected wherever they can. Thus, our model enables oneself to write graph structures instead of tree structures. For example, we could write a While lens. So, we think that it is possible to write some program or system algorithms working at a meta-level. In Generic Wrappers, cycling wrapping is not allowed. But, as we consider a restricted self concept, our model does not reach the same problems. Is it a drawback to write graph structures?
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